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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where is the RJ45 MSR connector located on the IBM SurePOS 5x5?
A. integrated into the system unit (tower) behind the display
panel
B. integrated into the right side of the system unit (tower) as
it is facing the operator
C. on therear connector panel
D. on the back side of the display panel
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
If two phones share a line between them, what happens if the
user of the first phone is using the line and the user of the
second phone uses the Barge feature?
A. The user on the first phone is knocked off the line, and the
second phone user takes over the line.
B. A three-way conference begins.
C. The call is discontinued, but the first phone user and the
second phone user are able to talk.
D. The user of the first phone is notified of the Barge
request.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Barge and Privacy
The Single Button Barge/cBarge, Barge, Privacy, and Privacy on
Hold features work with each other. These features work with
only shared lines.
Barge adds a user to a call that is in progress. Pressing a
softkey automatically adds the user (initiator) to the
shared-line call (target), and the users currently on the call
receive a tone (if configured). Barge supports built-in
conference and shared conference bridges.
The Single Button Barge/cBarge feature allows the user to
simply press the shared-line button to be added to the call.
The Single Button Barge/cBarge feature supports built-in
conferences and shared conference bridges.
The administrator enables or disables privacy and privacy on
hold features. Privacy must be enabled for a device to activate
privacy on hold. Users toggle the privacy feature on or off.
The administrator enables or disables Privacy setting. When
Privacy is enabled, the system removes the call information
from all phones that share lines and blocks other shared lines
from barging in on its calls. When Privacy is disabled, the
system displays call information on all phones that have shared
line appearances and allows other shared lines to barge in on
its calls. Administrators can configure Privacy for all devices
or configure Privacy for each device. Users toggle the Privacy
feature on or off.
The privacy on hold feature preserves privacy when a private
call on a shared line is put on hold. When privacy on hold is
enabled, the calling name and number that are blocked when
privacy is enabled remain blocked when the call is put on hold,
and the system blocks other shared lines from resuming the held
call. When privacy on hold is disabled and a private call is
put on hold, the system displays calling name and number on all
phones that have shared line appearances and allows other
shared lines to resume the held call.
If privacy on hold is enabled, users can activate the feature
while the call is on hold by toggling privacy on; likewise,
users can deactivate privacy on hold by toggling privacy off
while the call is on hold. If privacy on hold is disabled,
toggling privacy on or off does not affect the held call.
If a private call is put on hold, retrieved at the same phone,

and privacy is then toggled off, the system displays the call
information on all phones that have shared line appearances but
does not allow another phone to resume or barge the held call.
Administrators can configure privacy for all devices or for
each device. Administrators configure privacy on hold for the
cluster.
Link:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/admin/7_0_1/
ccmfeat/fsbarge.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify the proper device for the third partition, on the
second hard disk, on the first IDE controller on a PC system.
A. /dev/hd1b3
B. dev/hdc1a3
C. dev/hdc1b3
D. /dev/hdb3
E. /dev/hdc1d2p3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Project Stakeholders are defined as:
A. Individuals and organizations whose interest may be
positively or negatively affected as a result of project
execution or successful project completion
B. All of the other alternatives apply
C. Individuals and organizations who provide the financial
resources
D. Individuals and organizations who use the project's product
Answer: B
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